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New Print: 1937 Melbourne Tram
Something without wings this
month, a 1937 vintage Melbourne
W-Class Tram. Or is it a lowaltitude intra-city commuter
shuttle?
This is proving quite popular and
may lead to a whole series of
early trams if the interest is there.
On sale at the on-line shop.

Grubby Fingers A3+ prints
are only AUD$19.95 ea. (inc
GST, + P&H). They make great
gifts for pilots and the aviation
minded. They are available at
various retailers and through the
on-line shop.

Detail of the W-Class Tram illustration.

For more information about
Grubby Fingers Aircraft
Illustration visit the website.
To order prints, visit the online
shop. PayPal and major credit
cards (through secure PayPal
portal) are supported.

1937 Melbourne W-Class Tram.

To unsubscribe to this email,
reply to the delivery email
and change the subject to
“Unsubscribe”. Our email
address is: grubbyfingers@
internode.on.net

NSCA Decals Back in the Shop!

Any comments and suggestions
are always welcome. Let us
know what you’d like to see in
the newsletter or as a print.

They cover five of the NSCA choppers from the mid-1980s. The range includes:

The Grubby Fingers line of large-scale NSCA helo decals are back in the on-line shop.
They are Alps printed to a very high standard and I can vouch that they work well! You can
see the results of my own use at the scale modelling pages of the Grubby Fingers site.
MBB BO105CBS VH-NSL
For the 1/32 Revell or Italeri kits.

Commissions

Bell 205 VH-NSQ
For the 1/35 Panda or Dragon UH-1D/H kits.

Don’t forget that Grubby
Fingers also takes commissions.
If you are looking for that
special gift or memento, we can
produce a print of any aircraft
in any colour scheme at very
reasonable rates, starting at just
$100 including your first print.
We also do corporate and
publishing work if you are
looking for an eye-catching
promotional image, have a
book in the pipeline or publish
a magazine.

Bell 205 VH-UHN
For the 1/35 Panda or Dragon UH-1D/H kits.
Bell 212 VH-NSA
For the 1/35 Panda or Dragon UH-1N kits.
Bell 212 VH-NSY
For the 1/35 Panda or Dragon UH-1N kits.
On sale at the on-line shop.

Website Update

MBB 105 stretch build
completed

The 1:32 MBB 105 CBS stretch
build is finally complete after
over a year in the making! You
can see the final result and a
blow-by-blow description in the
modelling section.

Next Build:
Aussie Hind Gunship

Next build is going to be a “what if?” Australian Army Mi-24 Hind gunship in 1:35 scale.
Should be an interesting build and may generate some controversy with the purists!
I’ll be making the “Bushranger II” from the big Trumpeter kit.

Website Review

www.simmerspaintshop.com
If you’ve got an interest in doing
the kind of illustrations you see
at Grubby Fingers, you could
find a lot worse places to start
than SimmersPaintShop. SPS is
primarily aimed at the flight sim
community. A lot of the simmers
create their own aircraft to fly in
the sims by taking an existing
“skin” and applying a paint
scheme to it. In this way, they can
recreate historically significant
aircraft, personal favorites or
custom specials and “what-if”s
at will.

An offshoot from this is that many of the skills used in sim skinning are also applicable
to aircraft profiles. One of the major differences between the two is that sim skins need to
stay at a low resolution so they can be rapidly rendered in the flight sim environment, while
profilers are free to go to town on resolution, and therefore detail. Skins vary but something
the size of, say, a Ju87 Stuka might typically be 1000px x 1000px and always drawn at
72ppi, standard screen resolution. A typical aircraft profile for reproduction as a high end
print or for a book could be 10,000–13,000px x 6,000px. Usually at 300ppi.
These differences have led to a separate section of the site being dedicated to profiles
alone. There is a very active forum there full of extremely talented people, many of them
professional graphic artists and illustrators, who are extremely generous with their advice
and time. There are also video and written tutorials to take you through some of the basics,
photo reference files and a great gallery section to get the creative juices flowing. If you are
thinking of dabbling in profiling, pay SPS a visit and have a bit of an explore.
If nothing else, it’ll give you an idea of what is possible with a bit of practice and a genuine
desire to create.

Commission a print from only $100*

If you’ve got an aviation-afflicted person in your life, why not give them a gift they’ll
always treasure? A personalised aviation print from Grubby Fingers!
Grubby Fingers will create an illustration of your chosen subject, apply your personal
message or copy and the artist will sign the print, all from just $100*.
Additional prints would also be available for $20 each (+P&H)
*Price is in Australian dollars and does not include postage and handling. Price may vary depending on complexity of subject.
Acceptance of commissions and fee charged is solely at the discretion of the artist.

Available Prints

The range of prints currently
available from Grubby Fingers
includes:
• AgustaWestland A109E
• Agusta MH-68A Stingray
• Bell 205 “Huey”
• CA-27 Sabre
• CAC Winjeel
• Cessna O-2
• Cessna 150
• Cessna 337 Skymaster
• Fairey Gannett
• NA / CAC Mustang
• Piper Archer
• Piper Seminole
• Piper Tri-Pacer
• Piper Warrior
• Melbourne Tram
All profiles are available in
various colour schemes and
variations, and custom orders
are not a problem.

Retail Outlets

Grubby Fingers prints are
available in Australia from:
Australian National
Aviation Museum
Moorabbin Airport.
Moorabbin
Ph: (03) 9580 7752
GeeBee’s Aerospace Shop
Main Terminal
Essendon Airport
Ph: (03) 9379 0747
Hyland’s Bookshop
L1 29–31 Heffernan Lane
Melbourne
Ph: 0434 648 586
Skylines Aviation Supplies
Cnr Second & Bundora Parade
Moorabbin Airport
Moorabbin
Ph: 9587 3400
Victorian Hobby Centre
21A Swanston Street
Melbourne
Ph: (03) 9650 4817
And from the on-line shop.

Photoshop Tutorial

Basic Image Manipulation: Shifting the Midpoint

Many times we get given photos, sometimes of historical significance, sometimes just
happy snaps, that have weaknesses or are a bit worse for wear.
My first impulse, being a Photoshop junkie, is “I can fix that!” I look at the photo and
immediately start working out how I can make the image look so much better, take out all
the blemishes, repair that tear, fix the water stain etc. Then I stop, take a breath, and have a
think. What you must always remember with retouching or repairing or “improving” photos
is that every single action you take is removing information from the original image. I can’t
emphasise this enough.
Each dust spec you remove also removes the pixel information immediately around it.
That is also assuming it is a dust spec, and not an aircraft off in the distance. Each shift of
contrast or brightness takes existing information away from somewhere. The balancing
act we are obliged to perform is between making an image look as good as we can without
sacrificing information our audience wants to see. Bear in mind I am looking at photo
retouching from the point of view of presenting photos for reference. I’m not concerned
with artistic content or visual appeal, purely the presentation of information.
Having said all that, here is one thing you can do to get the information across:

Shifting the Levels Midpoint.

Some of the photos in my walkaround galleries have been shot with very bad backlighting.
It’s not often you’ll find someone willing to turn their plane around for you so the lighting
is more favorable! In many of these cases, the foreground is in deep shadow and no detail is
visible at all. By shifting the midpoint in Levels we can bring some of the hidden detail out
without filling in the shadows or burning out the highlights.
Here is a photo that is suffering from too much contrast. The bright sun on the
wing and pylon is throwing the wing root into serious shade We can see there is
detail of some sort there, but it is certainly not clear.

Although the problem is one of too much contrast, simply reducing the contrast
doesn’t completely fix it. Here I have activated the Brightness/Contrast dialogue
box and reduced the contrast to its minimum, a value of -50. This has flattened
off the image a bit, and brought up a bit of the underside detail. But not enough.

If we try returning the Contrast value to its neutral position and adjusting the
Brightness slider we get this result. We can now see a lot more detail on the
underside of the fuselage, but the white rocket rail is now “blown out” and areas
have turned completely white. We have sacrificed detail in the highlights go pull
some detail out of the shadows.
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If we now turn to Levels, we can find a solution. Here is the original image with
the Levels dialogue box in its neutral condition as first opened. The graph shown
is called a Histogram. It shows the spread of light and dark values contained in
the image. Shadows are shown on the left and highlights on the right. We can see
that the image is heavily weighted toward the shadows. This means there is much
more “dark information” in the image than “light information”. The little triangle
in the middle of the bottom of the graph shows where the mid-point of the light
and dark spread currently sits. By either dragging that triangle, or adding a value
in the box underneath it, we can change the position of the midpoint. Its neutral
position is 1.

If we type in a value of 2, the midpoint slides about half way into the shadow
area. We immediately see an improvement in the image. The panel lines and hatch
under the fuselage can be seen.
An important aspect of using the Levels midpoint adjustment method is that at
either end of the scale, the extreme highlights and shadows don’t move. They
don’t get any darker or lighter, they don’t fill in or burn out, so minimal image
information is lost.

Making the value 3 makes a bit more visible from out of the shadows. We can
now see inside the hatch. Notice that overall the image is looking less real and less
pleasing to the eye. While we are getting more information out of the photo, we
are losing overall realness.
It is especially important to remember that a photo altered in this way will
have even less accurate colour than usual. When you are looking for colour
information, always go back to the original image if it is available.

Bumping the midpoint value to 4 gives an image that is about as extreme as you
would want to take this excersize. The whites are starting to flare out and no new
information is coming out of the shadows.
This shifting of the midpoint does not need to be a permantent change. If you are
looking at a dark image on screen and want to see if there is any detail hidden
in the shadows (often, with underexposed images, there is nothing there to show
anyway), you can activate the Levels dialogue, have a play with the midpoint
slider and close the image again without saving.

For this particular image I reckon a midpoint shift to 2 gives us an appropriate
balance. We have lots of previously hidden details lifted up out of the shadows
and we haven’t sacrificed any information in the highlights. It still has a realistic
feel and is now a very useful photograph for our purposes.
I hope this helps to give a bit of understanding how we can get a bit more out of
our reference pics and, sometimes, discover hidden information.

